About VACT Solutions:
VACT Solutions is an advisory, consulting & training organization. With our training arm Zenonyx and
platform partner getsetgoworld, we are focussed on teaching Design Thinking (DT) through our
experienced “Coach and Consultant” for inculcating creative and innovative problem-solving techniques.
In today’s scenario far more emphasis and efforts are being given to develop and encourage innovation
and creativity, be it - the Corporate World, Government Bodies, or the Educational Institutions.
A brief about DT:
Design Thinking (DT) is a tool, which enables even the staid traditionalist to orient towards developing
new, innovative solutions to complex problems. It is a human centred creativity with a purpose. It
unleashes the inherent, sometimes dormant, human quality of value creation. How to effectively innovate
and internalize it, is what DT is adept at. Therefore, worldwide it is being recognized as the ‘mantra’ for
value addition and growth. The unique ability to bring in the factor of empathy in the team / group work
as a starting point towards ideating, prototyping, testing, and executing, is exemplary.
The workshop, we propose, is intended to acquaint the students with Design thinking methods and
practices, critical aspects of idea generation as well as Design issues and their relevance in the modern
context. Participants will engage with the Design-thinking process and its methods so that they become
aware of techniques, which if pursued further, can make them highly skilful assets in their professional
ventures - be it in the context of their organizations or personal businesses. Our current focus for
disseminating knowledge is webinar based to off-set the constraints posed by the Covid 19. We propose
online workshops to provide overview of each aspect of Design Thinking in a quick take away form.
Any queries may please be mailed to: ssinha.vact@gmail.com
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